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The HPB service in Manchester seeks to serve all equally, honestly and well and with skill and compassion.

Our service should be readily accessible, flexible and fair.

Our outcomes should be honestly, clearly and regularly reported.

We should contribute to the better understanding of HPB.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this guideline document is to aid better decision making. In medicine, we pride ourselves on our ability to produce quick and intuitive “end of the bed diagnoses” and answers to clinical questions. When tested against simple formulae, the response of experts is (almost always) inferior. Hence, these guidelines are a collection of formulae, algorithms and checklists that have been taken from the latest evidence based guidelines from the relevant specialist associations.

A second purpose is to fulfil our requirements to regulatory bodies. The Greater Manchester Cancer Summit 2012 determined that the Hepato-pancreato-biliary (HPB) surgical service for Greater Manchester and Cheshire patients should be established on a single acute hospital site and developed in a way that is fully compliant with national Improving Outcomes Guidance (IOG). In October 2014, the HPB services, provided by Pennine Acute Trust (PAT) at North Manchester General Hospital and by Central Manchester Foundation Trust, merged and moved to the Manchester Royal Infirmary (MRI) site at CMFT, creating a single specialist site for Greater Manchester and Cheshire patients. The rationale for this merger of services onto a single site is to create the best conditions for the development of the service as ‘world class’, improving both the quality of service provided and outcomes for patients through the centralisation and concentration of expertise and facilities on one hospital site. The Cancer Summit document, “The Delivery of World Class Specialist Cancer Surgery Services in the Greater Manchester and Cheshire Cancer System - A Framework Commissioning Specification, Jan 2013” states “each service must have a single set of governance arrangements, clinical guidelines, a single pathway and operational policy”. This guideline document fulfils that role, as well as meeting similar requirements from National Cancer Peer Review and NHS Commissioning Board Service Specifications.

The decision to produce this document was made by the Joint Implementation Group that oversaw the merger of the two Manchester HPB units. It was achieved by the following process: members of the North Manchester and MRI HPB MDTs and other interested parties met at a series of meetings over the course of 2013-14; the scope of the work was outlined; subgroups drafted their chapters, which were reviewed and amended by e-mail and at subsequent meetings; widespread consultations of all interested parties was achieved through the Manchester Cancer HPB Pathway Board; before final submission to the CMFT clinical governance committee.
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Disclaimer

The information contained within, including but not limited to clinical practice guidelines and other guidance, is based on the best available evidence at the time of creation and is provided by CMFT/Manchester Cancer to assist providers in clinical decision making. The information should not be relied on as being complete or accurate, nor should it be considered as inclusive of all proper treatments or methods of care or as a statement of the standard of care. With the rapid development of scientific knowledge, new evidence may emerge between the time information is developed and when it is published or read. The information is not continually updated and may not reflect the most recent evidence. These guidelines are due for revision in January 2018. The information addresses only the topics specifically identified therein and is not applicable to other interventions, diseases, or stages of diseases. This information does not mandate any particular product or course of medical treatment. Further, the information is not intended to substitute for the independent professional judgment of the treating provider, as the information does not account for individual variation among patients. Recommendations reflect high, moderate or low confidence that the recommendation reflects the net effect of a given course of action. The use of words like “must,” “must not,” “should,” and “should not” indicate that a course of action is recommended or not recommended for either most or many patients, but there is latitude for the treating physician to select other courses of action in certain cases. In all cases, the selected course of action should be considered by the treating provider in the context of treating the individual patient. Use of the information is voluntary. CMFT/Manchester Cancer provides this information on an “as is” basis, and makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding the information. CMFT/Manchester Cancer specifically disclaims any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use or purpose. CMFT/Manchester Cancer assumes no responsibility for any injury or damage to persons or property arising out of or related to any use of this information or for any errors or omissions.